
Dear Mr. Dan Ruben, 

 

 I want to thank you so much again for helping to fund my public interest 

internship this summer.  Equal Justice America has funded my internships for the past 

two summers.  Without your help, I would not have been able to work in a field I am so 

passionate about.  My internship this summer has solidified my desire to work in public 

interest in some capacity.  

 

 I worked this summer as an intern for Community Legal Services (CLS), Inc. in 

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.  CLS has multiple units that handle issues such as Medicaid 

and Medicare enrollment and service denial cases, social security cases, utility law, 

family and housing concerns, and variety of other consumer issues. As an intern at CLS I 

was able to see firsthand how difficult it is for low income Pennsylvania residents to 

access help in understanding and maintaining their welfare benefits. This summer I 

worked directly with clients on a daily basis. I often contacted the County Assistance 

Offices on behalf of my clients to communicate their needs and clear up any 

misunderstandings. Many of my clients were unemployed and sometimes homeless. They 

did not have the resources or the knowledge of how to apply for benefits, submit 

verification for their benefits, and basically what to do when they ran into any obstacles. 

CLS does a tremendous job in public advocacy to make Philadelphia residents aware of 

their rights.   

 

 I worked specifically on one major issue, Emergency Medical Assistance (EMA). 

EMA is available to immigrants who meet the criteria for medical assistance but who 

would be denied solely because of their immigration status. EMA is a temporary 

enrollment in the Medical Assistance program to treat a specific problem and after 

treatment, enrollment ends. My clients are typically very sick, but do not qualify for 

Medical Assistance because of their immigration status. I have been working on their 

cases to prove that they are eligible for EMA. I remember one specific case I had over the 

summer with a family with two very sick children. The family came here from Egypt and 

the children, age 20 and age 18, were suffering from serious medical conditions. One of 

the children had diabetes and no longer had access to insulin. Without insulin therapy, the 

child’s life could have been in danger within a matter of hours. The other child suffered 

from juvenile idiopathic arthritis. This causes severe debilitating pain and swelling in all 

of the body’s joints.  My client, the parent of these two children, felt so hopeless because 

he could not afford the adequate treatment both of his children desperately needed. I 

assisted this family throughout the summer by participating in ALJ hearings, drafting 

letters to their physicians, researching their medical conditions, and other advocacy on 

their behalf. Through filing the proper appeals, the children have been able to keep their 

medical benefits, but this is only a temporary solution. As my internship concludes, it 



will be the work of my supervising attorney and other future interns to ensure that these 

children will keep their benefits and receive necessary treatment. 

 

  I truly cannot thank Equal Justice America enough for funding both of my 

summer internships. The direct client work I was involved in this summer, definitely 

strengthened my skills to become a strong advocate for vulnerable communities in the 

future. 

 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Cana Noel 

3L JD/MPH, Temple Law 

Community Legal Services 

Philadelphia, PA 

 




